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ABSTRACT
We consider the Standard Model with an extended scalar sector, and study the
possible eects of the physics underlying such a model using an eective lagrangian
parametrization. It is found that certain two photon processes oer windows where
such heavy interactions might be glimpsed, but the realization of this expectation
requires enormous experimental precision.
@@1. Introduction
The use of eective lagrangians [1] in parametrizing physics beyond a given
theory has been studied extensively in the recent literature, especially within the
context of the Standard Model. [2] The formalism generates a model-independent
parametrization of the low energy limit of any Green function in terms of a set of
unknown constants, each of which multiplies a local operator involving only the low
energy elds; all symmetries are also naturally preserved. Despite the fact that the
formalism involves, in principle, an innite number of local operators in the light
elds, only a nite number of them need to be considered in any given calculation;
the number of operators which are considered is determined by the required degree
of accuracy: for higher precision more terms in the eective lagrangian must be
included, and the number of parameters increases. Any two models of describing
the heavy physics will generate low energy Green functions whose expressions t
the eective lagrangian parametrization (the explicit values of the parameters are,
of course, model dependent).
The requirement that the low energy particle content should be the same as in
the Standard Model is clearly an assumption. One can envisage, for example, the
case where the Higgs particle is either heavy or absent [4], or a situation where there
is an additional relatively light vector boson [5]. In this paper we will consider a
dierent modication of the low energy lagrangian for which the low energy scalar
sector contains two doublets. Such a model, motivated by various supersymmetric
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